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According to Article 270 of the Criminal Law ,the target of embezzlement 
crime include another person’s money or property under his custody，and the 
oblivious property and buried-object. There are great differences of cognition 
on how to comprehen the object of criminal offense of misappropriation, 
specially how to give the definition between another person’s money or 
property under his custody and the oblivious property in the academic circle 
and judicial practice circle of our country.  In recent years ,  the case occurs 
frequently that the actor steals goods  which the owner entrust to transport 
sealing packaging materials or locking container . The judgement of all parts of 
the judicial organs are not all the same, some found it embezzlement crime，
some found it larceny.If you will correcttly determine the nature of such cases, 
the key to resolving the  problem is whether the sealed things or locked 
packages are   another person’s money or property under his custody. The 
mainstream theories have Individually possessing theory、trustee possessing 
theory、client possessing theory.  Besides for forgotten things，the Criminal 
Law  has’t  made explicit stipulations on the definition and the range of 
oblivious property , not  clear distinction between the oblivious property and 
the lost property. The oblivious property is taken as the property which should 
have been taken away but not carried for oblivion in crimination law of our 
nation. The oblivious property differnts from  the lost Property ,the  former 
refers to the property  just  forgotten but  immediattly thought of and the 
amnesiac person still remberd the specific time and place of the forgotten 
property.The lost property is the property which the loser carelessly lose  and 
usually the loser don't know the specific time and place of the missed property 
even for a relatively long time. This theory from memory is inconsistent with 
the spirit of embezzlement crime，because it results that the basis of conviction 
depends on  the losser’ s subjective psychological state and violates the 
criminal law principle that crime is to conduct . This thesis is divided into three 















second part analyzes and discusses the judicial cognizance of command and 
control relationships about another person’s money or property under his 
custody . The third one deeply parses the essence and the connotation of the 
oblivious property through a contrast of the lost property and the lost property . 
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